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| From The Editor | | Chris Green (7614) |

You may be aware that during the 
past eleven months or so I have 
taken on the role of Bookings 

Secretary for the 2016 Convention.
 I have been pleasantly surprised 
by the number of members that will 
be staying at the Holiday Inn hotel 
in Filton (Bristol) for the weekend 
later this month – 56 members have 
booked and, along with wives, children, 
partners and others, over 80 of us will 
spend a couple of days meeting one 
another, eating and drinking together, 
buying one another’s unwanted 
treasures, and perhaps even learning a 
little more about printing.
 I am very fortunate in that I have 
been able to attend every Convention 
since 1990. I am not claiming any 
record here; there are many members 
whose attendance records exceed mine 
by a considerable margin. It is a point 
worth noting, though, that despite 
an indisputable fall in membership 

numbers over those years the number 
that attend the Annual Convention 
remains remarkably consistent.
 Over those years I have acted 
as Bookings Secretary for perhaps 
half-a-dozen Conventions, but from 
memory the attendance at Bristol 
this month will break a few records. 
This is possibly because of the relative 
convenience of the location – Bristol 
is readily accessible by road, rail and 
air (and water too, if that suits you) – 
but also perhaps because of the huge 
amount of work that has gone into 
organising it. For that we have to thank 
the members of Maidenhead Branch 
and, in particular, Bob Edwards, their 
Chairman and our own Vice-President.
 Collectively we look forward to the 
possibility of another Branch bidding 
for the chance of arranging the 2017 
Convention – meanwhile, I personally 
look forward to meeting many of you in 
Bristol in a few days’ time.

Cover Illustration:  Lino cut by 
former member, the late Ben Sands, 
reproduced with the kind permission 
of Matt Sands and the Canterbury 
Heritage Museum.

| From The President | | Jean Watson (3712) |

The fi rst year of my Presidency 
is coming to an end. It has been 
enjoyable and quite a learning 

curve. Before rejoining the E.C. I had 
forgotten just how much work is done 
on our behalf by both E.C. and non E.C. 
offi  cers. 
 I have had a couple of enquiries 
which I’ve been unable to answer, 
just a quick email or telephone call 
to members who I know can help has 

provided  the solution. Many thanks to 
all.
 I am now concentrating on the 
Convention in Bristol. The awards are 
at the engravers as I write this. On 
their completion I shall give them a 
good clean and polish so they will look 
sparkling when presented to the very 
deserving recipients. 
 I’ve printed a couple of bundle items 
for the Goody Bags and have just 
completed my search for a “posh frock” 
to wear on the Saturday evening!!!
 If you haven’t booked for the 
Convention and would like to attend 
for the day on Saturday, come along, 
you can be sure of a warm welcome.
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| From the St. Bride Archives | | Bob Richardson (9718) |

boxes of original steel punches from the 
Caslon Foundry and the original printing 
plates for Harold Curwen’s Puffi  n Picture 
Book No. 70 on the subject of ‘Printing’, 
together with trade union banners, 
scandalous broadsides, dozens of original 
woodcuts by Robert Gibbings, and others 
used in the works of Henry Mayhew. 
There are also boxes of curiosities, 

including 
the company 
records 
described 
below.
 Every piece 
of top-quality 
headgear for a 
gentleman has 
a square- or 
diamond-
shaped piece 
of satin 
sewn into 
the crown. 
This is often 
covered with 
a thin piece 
of celluloid 
to protect 
the ‘tip’ from 
Brylcreem or 
pomade, for 

a hat-tip is the small panel which carries 
the maker’s name and sometimes the size 
of the ‘titfer’. George Fowler was Britain’s 
last hat-tip stamper. Each piece of satin 
went through George’s engraving press 
and all were carefully printed by hand. 
Fowler was a skilled engraver and made 
his own intaglio plates for producing the 

We had a visitor to the St Bride 
Library a few months before its 
closure in August last year. She 

was trying to fi nd out a little more about 
an ancestor in the printing trade who was 
described in the 1901 census as a ‘Hat-Tip 
Stamper’. Did we have any information 
about this trade? A search through the 
general catalogue found nothing, but 
tucked away 
in our Special 
Collections 
folder was 
a reference 
to George 
Fowler, 
Hat-Tip 
Stamper of 
Bermondsey 
(south-east 
London). I 
went up to 
Room 19 (the 
main book 
stack at St 
Bride) and 
did a little 
digging after 
we closed 
one evening. 
Room 19 is a 
trap, for once 
I start searching through the material 
shelved in the Special Collections I often 
lose all track of time and suddenly it’s 
9.00 p.m. or later.
 The Special Collections at St Bride 
number 200 or more and include a vast 
range of materials related to printing 
and publishing. Here you will fi nd 1,051 

Hats off  to George!

George Fowler, from an illustrated strip published in the 
Evening News, September 1950. The engraved card

pre-dates Fowler’s Bermondsey address.
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considerably more expense, as additional 
plates had to be engraved by hand, but 
might have been advantageous for very 
large orders. The surviving records are 
fragmentary, so it is hard to tell how he 
approached each job. The tip designs 
we have at St Bride include all of the top 
names in hat-making; Harrods, Gieves, 
Dunn & Company and many others, 
including a special design for Panama 
hats.
 The limited speed of production meant 
that George Fowler could never have 
supplied vast quantities of his work 
to High Street department stores. His 
product was very much for the upper-
class hatters of Britain. His fi nest work 
appeared inside silk toppers, hand-
sewn Harris tweed fi shing hats and the 
bowlers worn by city gents. The quality 
of George’s work made it expensive and 
it probably cost as much to print some 
of the better quality hat-tips as it does to 
manufacture a cheap baseball cap in the 
Far East today.
 Apart from fragmentary business 
records, the only recorded description 
of George’s work appears in a cartoon 
strip drawn by Peter Jackson for the 
London Evening News in September 
1950. George kept this short illustrated 
article and fi led it away with his company 
records. The yellowed newspaper clipping 

‘tips’. At St Bride we have a small box of 
artefacts left behind when his business 
eventually ceased trading. I’ve not been 
able to ascertain the date of closure, but 
we do know from genealogy records and 
census returns that hat-tip stamping was 
recorded as a trade as early as 1830, half 
a century before George was born.
 By the end of 1950 only George Fowler 
remained at the hat-tip press in the 
UK. From a business which had once 
employed many hundreds of workers the 
trade had shrunk to a one-man operation, 
based in a fi rst-fl oor warehouse workshop 
in south-east London. George’s work is 
exquisitely detailed, which is all the more 
remarkable for something that rarely saw 
the light of day. The detail in some of 
his engravings is as fi ne as any woodcut 
by Bewick and his printing skills were 
second to none. A number of his ‘tips’ 
survive in the collection in an album, 
together with a handful of small sketches 
of work in progress, rough ideas and 
envelopes fi lled with fi nished artwork.
 The blank ‘tips’ were normally supplied 
by the hatters. Bundles of pre-cut silk 
or satin pieces would arrive at George 
Fowler’s works and he would complete 
the orders as required. Some examples 
we have are 2-up, reducing the printing 
time by half. Perhaps he also printed 
4-up, although this would have incurred 

Hat-tip designs from George Fowler’s album.
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| From the St. Bride Archives | | Continued |

was very faded and creased but a little 
time spent with Adobe Photoshop has 
restored it to original condition and 
Jackson’s drawing of George at the 
press is reproduced on page 76, so 
readers of Small Printer can get some 
idea of what he looked like and see 
the kind of press he used. The curious 

‘swan-neck’ arrangement atop the press 
contains a small pulley, connected to a 
counterweight, which lifts the engraving 
blanket each time the star wheel is turned 
to open the press.
 We have no idea when George Fowler 
ceased trading. His name does not appear 
in trade directories during the fi rst half 
of the twentieth century. As the only 
remaining professional hat-tip stamper 
in 1950 he probably had little need to 
advertise as there was no competition 
for the work, which was in decline. The 
cartoon strip shows a man who was 
probably in his sixties, which ties in with 
a birth record for Bethnal Green dated 

1885, when a George Fowler was born to 
Henry and Emily Fowler of Bermondsey. 
This is speculation, of course, but George 
was born at a time when few people 
moved away from their birthplace, so 
there’s a strong likelihood that this is our 
man. A Google search reveals nothing 
of his subsequent history after 1950. 

There is no bankruptcy record on fi le 
in The London Gazette, so perhaps the 
business was gradually wound up. Did 
George continue beyond his retirement 
age, or did the work fi zzle out completely 
as cheaper, faster printing methods were 
developed? We have nothing at St Bride 
which answers these questions, but if the 
genealogical researcher who made the 
original enquiry at the library comes up 
with any further facts we will add them to 
the Fowler material at St Bride. I would 
like to know a little more about a rather 
special printer who was the very last of 
his line.

Coloured proofs for a client in Hull.
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| Cake Printing | | Paul Jay (9475) |

scaled-up too much, since the font 
supplied with this ‘cake-lettering kit’ is 
apparently too large to compile words 
like ‘Anniversary’ or ‘Thanksgiving’ on the 
limited-size type holder. It seems that the 
pictured product is no longer marketed, 

although the 
idea itself is not 
bad. ‘Needing 
more sugar in 
the ink’ is not a 
situation many of 
us have to deal 
with on a routine 
basis, although 
getting a bite in 
the impression 
might be more 
appealing with 
this kind of stock!
 But for this 
particular product 
I was struck by 
the ineptness of 
the translator, 
who appears to 
think that the 
French word for 
letterpress is 
‘Lithographie’. 
Doing letterpress 
on an icing 
substrate seems 
daring enough 
as it is: I hesitate 
to imagine 
the possible 
technical pitfalls 
of achieving 
on-cake lettering 

using true lithographic principles! 
Anyway, as typos go, I think this one 
really takes the cake!

As do many printers, I have a 
subconscious mode of proof-
reading text that passes before 

me, and I am happy to note that the new 
Editor of Small Printer has alleviated 
me of much of that sub-conscious task 
when scanning 
recent versions 
of the magazine, 
as compared to 
previous issues!
 Having also 
lived and worked 
for fi ve years in 
France, I fi nd that 
the same instinct 
applies when 
reading French 
language, and 
now that I live in 
Canada where 
many products 
are bilingually 
labelled, there 
are often some 
amusing errors in 
translation.
 The enclosed 
photograph was 
advertising a 
product aimed at 
doing letterpress 
on cakes. Before 
you throw a 
freshly-baked 
Victoria Sandwich 
at your Adana 
8x5 it might help 
to realise that 
the approach is 
much more manual – in fact, a scaled-
up version of John Bull printing outfi ts. 
Based on blog reviews of the Wilton 
products it seems the concept has been 
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| Convention Update | | Bob Edwards (9527) |

throughout the weekend and really 
couldn’t have asked for better. The 
statistics are:
91 delegates across Packages A, B, C, D, 
E and more besides.
63 booked into Friday evening dinner.
89 booked into the Saturday buffet lunch.
69 booked into the Saturday Gala 
Banquet.
32 out of a possible 36 tables booked for 
the Print Show.
 Thank you, members who have sent in 
submissions for the Sussex Cup and the 
Goody Bags. The respective envelopes 
and bags are by no means full yet and 
if you are still pondering when you 
read this about doing some printing for 
everyone to enjoy, hesitate no longer. 
Give the ink time to dry and bring it with 
you!
   You might like to know that there will 
be no competitions in the goody bags 
this year. “Wot, no competitions?” we 
hear you cry. Well yes, there will be two 
printing quizzes with good prizes, but 
with a difference. Instead of putting 
them in the bags, they will be available 
at BPS Reception, with a minimum 
donation of 50p per competition into our 
Convention Charity. You may remember 
Ron Prosser’s African printing projects 
that have been supported in the past. 
He’s moved nearer home now, with 
a project to help the unemployed in 
Newport where he lives. It’s called the 
Stowe Park Community Print Room 
where two teenage apprentices have 
the opportunity to learn about digital 
printing and fi nishing, to gain vocational 
qualifi cations and to get a job in the 
outside world. Stowe Park Print Room 
will be demonstrating book fi nishing at 
the Print & Craft Show, so you can get 
a glimpse of what they are doing. The 
competitions are being set to test the 

By the time you read this, the 
BPS Convention at Bristol will be 
about one week away. For the 

organising branch, Maidenhead, that’s a 
bit scary! But we shouldn’t be trembling; 
everything seems to be on track for the 
weekend of 8th to 10th April.
 First of all, members of the British 
Printing Society, thank you for sending 
in your bookings in such numbers 
and putting your confi dence in the 
small Maidenhead committee that are 
preparing this year’s event. We offered a 
small carrot to encourage early bookings 
before the end of September and that 
was taken up suffi ciently to show the 
hotel that we were serious about our 
Convention. We also offered another 
carrot in the form of a free Print Show 
table for early bookers, and again that 
was well supported. Thank you everyone 
who booked early; you gave us the 
encouragement we needed!
 We have good numbers attending 
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demonstrations of printing, new and 
second-hand goods for sale, and printing 
displays to admire. There will be tables 
with books for sale, including books from 
the BPS Library that has recently been 
“thinned out”. The University in Bristol 
is having a big presence at the show, 
thanks to Angie Butler and her team of 
students and ex-students. You will fi nd 
this very interesting and absorbing, so 
come early and stay all afternoon until 
after the AGM.
 The Print & Craft Show will have a 
Bring & Buy area, so if you have items 
for sale, bring them along and see if 
someone is interested in buying them. 
We do the work; you collect the money, 
less 10% commission (minimum 50 
pence). If they haven’t sold, the Bring 
& Buy items will go into the Auction at 
2 o’clock, with the same commission 
rules applying. This is the place to get a 
bargain! Come by car and make sure the 
boot is empty!
 If you have booked for the Convention, 
whether for the whole weekend or just 
the Saturday, you should have received 
an envelope of information by post to 
help you with the journey and to give you 
some idea of what to expect at Bristol. 
If you haven’t received your envelope, 
please send me an email and I will let 
you have the information by return.
 One last request. As you know, BPS 
Maidenhead Branch is a small group and 
we anticipate needing help from other 
members in the Society throughout the 
weekend. In particular, help manning 
the BPS Reception would really be 
appreciated. Please make yourself 
known to a Maidenhead member (in a 
bright yellow shirt) if you can offer any 
help and sign your name on the sheet. 
Many thanks.

skill of the most experienced printers, 
and if you don’t win the prize, you at 
least know that you have helped a good 
cause. Please support this if you can.
 Please note that we are kicking off 
the weekend earlier than usual, with 
the fi rst event at 5pm on the Friday. 
This is a keynote talk by our Convention 
Special Guest, Angie Butler, who works 
at the Centre for Fine Print Research at 
the University of the West of England, 
across the road from the hotel. Angie 
will be speaking about her pet subject, 
the contemporary letterpress printed 
artist’s book. This should be a fascinating 
talk and we will be asking you to sign 
up in advance to ensure that suffi cient 
chairs are in place. Then after your 
three-course dinner, we have talks from 
Stephen Byrne (on miniature books) and 
Alan Brignull (on stamp and other highly 
skilled fantasy printing). It should be a 
cracking evening. Talk-wise, Saturday 
will be just as interesting. We have Nick 
Hand cycling into the Print Show and 
then giving a talk about his mobile Adana 
experiences. That will be followed by 
Martin Andrews telling us about the 
“Life and Times of Robert Gibbings, artist 
printer”. Finally on Saturday, Katherine 
Anteney from Red Hot Press will give a 
practical demonstration of lino cutting 
and printing. This is a fantastic range of 
talks and what’s more, none of them 
clash; you can attend them all, if you 
have stamina!
 For the benefi t of members who 
haven’t booked but are thinking about 
travelling to Bristol on the Saturday, 
there should be plenty to interest 
everyone and what’s more, there is no 
admission charge. It’s completely free, 
though you will have to buy your own 
food at the hotel bar. The Print Show will 
have a really wide range of activities; 
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We were two brave¬hearted 
young men in Finland, trying 
to earn our living all through 

the 1980s in our company named 
Metallikumppanit (Metal Partners). The 
company was founded while we were 
still at senior school.
 We concentrated on a very special 
business sector: silver recovery. The 
printing houses in our country had all 
gone over to offset, and the publishing 
and advertising market was growing 
strong. While making the printing plates, 
the printing houses all used vast amounts 
of reprographic fi lm and phototypesetting 
paper. In our capital city Helsinki 
alone there were hundreds of printing 
workshops, reprographic companies, 
phototypesetters, silk screen printers, 
and photolabs. Of course, the fi lm could 
be used only once, and it contained silver. 
This silver could be recovered, fi rst in the 
darkroom chemical waste, and, after the 
fi lm was disposed, from the surface of 
the black-¬and-white fi lm itself.
 Every single page of a newspaper 
required the use of a natural size fi lm 
sheet. The largest newspaper printing 
houses would easily consume 1000 
kilograms of fi lm every month, and this 
contained more than ten kilograms of 
silver.
 And silver was what we wanted, 
indeed. Recovering the silver was a very 
interesting technical challenge, and 
refi ning it into high quality (99.95%) silver 
was not a thing that just anyone could 
do.
 It took us quite a few years to realize 
that our ambition was way greater 
than our business skills. We had to 
rent industrial premises. We had to 
build a chemical treatment plant and a 
laboratory, also we had to get offi cial 
authority to treat dangerous waste. And 

of course, we had to buy a van, a truck, 
all the waste collection tanks and pumps. 
But fi rst of all, we had to source a good 
number of customers where we could 
get the silver waste material.
 The customers knew that they were 
sitting on a valuable silver treasure. There 
was practically a queue of silver-waste 
buyers outside their doors. Amongst the 
buyers there was one large company, 
a few small ones, and then there were 
travelling men with just a van and 
nothing else. Strangely enough, the 
legislation was such that those travelling 
entrepreneurs, who had no fi xed 
warehouse or workshop, did not have to 
pay VAT.
 Now that we live in the 2010s, 
everybody understands that whoever 
produces dangerous waste must pay 
for the collection and treatment of that 
waste. But in the 1980s the printing-
house owner could simply say that 
unless he was paid enough money for his 
silver waste – say 70-80% of the value 
of the silver content – he would rather 
tip the waste liquids into the sewer, and 
send the fi lm scrap into mixed waste.
 One customer at the Steet Elimaenkatu 
in Helsinki made an indelible impression 
on us. For some time I had actively tried 
to offer our services to the printing-
house foreman. For a shy guy like I was, 
this was not so easy. Normally we did 
not often contact the same printer again, 
unless they were willing to start with us 
in the fi rst place. Anyway, taking care of 
the waste was not big business for them. 
And most often, there was ‘some other 
company’ who already took care of their 
silver waste. In that case, we would have 
to give even more money to the printer 
in order to get the silver.
 But now our situation was getting 
serious. We had high fi xed expenses. 

| On our road to Success | | Arsi Saukkola  (10738) |
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fl oor, and the only ramp available was 
just 100cm long. The truck capacity was 
less than two tons, and after this one ton 
press was at the back corner of the truck 
it was at a very interesting angle.
 Surely the hardest part should be 
over by now! I headed towards the 
scrapyard, 15km to the west of Helsinki. 
There was an odd purring sound coming 
from the truck chassis, but maybe it 
was normal with this much of a load. As 
long as I drove carefully and at a slow 
speed, there would be no problem. From 

Sornainen industrial area to Tuusula 
highway, and then on to Hakkila gravel 
pit, where the scrapyards are situated. 
Lifting out the press would be easy, 
because they have heavy forklift trucks in 
the scrap companies.
 Then – Bang!
 What happened? The truck kept on 
rolling, still at rather a strange angle. 
But the speed was reducing, however 
hard I pressed the accelerator. Luckily, 
the brakes were all right, so I steered 
onto the hard shoulder to see where the 
problem lay.
 After some time, I noticed that the 
whole cardan shaft [driveshaft] of the 
truck was missing. After a search, I found 
the shaft at the roadside some 500 
metres away. Maybe I should consider 
that a lucky escape: just imagine what 
could have happened if the heavy steel 
shaft had hit another driver’s windscreen 

“And silver was what we wanted, indeed. 
Recovering the silver was a very interesting 
technical challenge, and refi ning it into high 
quality (99.95%) silver was not a thing that 
just anyone could do”.

We had to pay the rent. We had to buy, 
build and service our machinery. We 
just had to get more turnover and more 
customers, and maybe one day we could 
even get our own wages.
 One lucky day the foreman of that 
printing-house called me. They were in 
the middle of moving to the other side of 
the street. At the old address they had 
a worn-out machine, an old and heavy 
proofi ng press.
 “You could print money on that 
machine,” joked the foreman. Now if 

I paid a good price for this press and 
carried it out, I understood that maybe 
we could get their silver waste and 
aluminium offset printing plate scrap 
from the new address.
 It was February, freezing cold. In the 
almost empty business premises was 
standing this one -tonne monster made 
of cast iron. I told the customer that 
I might get like 0.40 Finnish Mark per 
kilogram (0.05 euro/kg) for this machine 
in a scrap-yard. At that time it was quite 
impossible to discuss any cost for the 
haulage and transport of the machine.
 All the workers in the printing house, 
including the foreman, had mysteriously 
disappeared by the time I started to 
move the proofi ng press. It was a miracle 
that just by myself I could move that 
narrow and shaky machine into our tiny 
Volkswagen truck. The truck platform 
was 40cm lower than the warehouse 
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| On our road to Success | | Continued |

on the highway!
 Back to business: There is a strict 
law [in Finland] that says that after an 
accident, the vehicle must immediately 
be towed away from the highway. In 
those days the police were more than 
eager to write tickets for any imaginable 
cause. Fortunately, as early as 1987, we 
had a manual exchange mobile phone 
in our truck, the so called ARP phone. It 
worked on 150 MHz, and at full power, 
it transmitted on 15 watts. First you had 
to fi nd a free radio channel – there were 
some 45 channels in the Helsinki area. 
The call price was so high that nobody 
talked for more than a few minutes. 
That’s why the 45 channels were quite 
enough for, say, 3000 ARP phone owners 
in the area.
 So I made a phone call, and soon I had 
a tow car to take our truck to the nearby 
Volkswagen truck service. For the rest of 
the week we could not pick up any waste 
materials from our customers, but there 
was always more than enough work to 
do in our small silver factory.
 After a few days, the Volks guys had 
repaired and assembled the cardan shaft. 
The price for the towing and the shaft 
went up to some 2500 Finnish Mark. (Of 
course we did not have any insurance 
to cover these costs, in an old truck 
that we could afford.) Finally, the hard-
working entrepreneur gets to continue 
his journey to the scrapyard, carrying the 
heavy printing press on the back corner 
of the truck. The scrapyard paid 50 Mark 
(including VAT) for the cast iron scrap.
 Cap in hand, I went to the Street 
Elimaenkatu to meet the foreman at 
the printing house. I told him everything 
about the adventurous scrap transport. 
And by the way, due to this accident I 
lost two weeks’ wages and several days 
of customer transport service. Maybe 

I was too childish to think that the 
foreman would feel some pity for the 
obviously poor young entrepreneur, and 
maybe not want the full money for the 
damned old printing press. I could not 
be more wrong. With outstretched arm, 
literally, he wanted 40 Mark, the sum 
that I had mentioned to him the previous 
week. I made him sign the offi cial receipt 
that I wrote, but the money went into his 
own pocket, not to the printing company.
 But hey! Now that I had done a good 
job with the printing press, the customer 
partnership must have developed in a 
most positive way. We will fi nally get 
to discuss the more valuable waste 
materials. Yes, silver fi lm waste and silver 
fi xing bath, aluminium offset plate scrap!
 Well, said the foreman. It turned out 
that he did not have the authority to sell 
those scrap and waste materials: I should 
have to contact the workers in the 
reprographic department if I wanted to 
buy the fi lm scrap, and the workers at the 
offset printing machines if I wanted to 
buy the aluminium plates. That’s because 
the money didn’t go to the company, it 
went to the workers’ refreshment fund 
(or rather into the workers’ pockets). 
Finally, after several negotiations, we did 
get to buy silver waste from the printing 
house personnel. As often as twice. Not 
the best material, but the poor-quality, 
low silver-content mounting fi lm, which 
was not good enough for ‘some other 
company’ buyer. They chose not to sell 
aluminium offset plate scrap to us: they 
would rather sell to that other company. 
It was safer to do business with them, 
because that company did not need any 
offi cial signature or receipt; they just 
gave pure money to the workers.
 Originally published in the BPS 
Overseas Branch Newsletter, Volume 6 
Number 1.
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As part of the global celebrations 
of the 400th anniversary of Bill’s 
death the Bodleian Library in 

Oxford is seeking to 
collect a copy of each 
of his sonnets newly 
printed by letterpress, 
each from a diff erent 
printer. 
 If you are 
interested go to www.
bodleian.ox.ac.uk/
csb/sonnets2016 
which will give you 
details of how you 
can register. Be quick, 
as the sonnets are 
rapidly being claimed 
by printers. I’ve put 
myself down to do 
141, so you can’t have 
that one! 
 The sonnet has 
to be printed and sent to the Bodleian 
by 30 September. As far as I know they 
only want one copy, and it can be any 
size or in any style, as long as it is printed 
letterpress. 
 Be warned that some of the sonnets 

(if got from a reputable book and not 
copied from the interweb) use accented 
characters that might not be in your fount, 

so choose carefully.
 Paul adds that “all 
the Sonnets have now 
been claimed, and it 
is good to know that 
there are enough 
letterpress printers 
out there (mainly in 
UK and US) such that 
they were all claimed 
within 10 days of its 
announcement”.
 The BPS is well 
represented by the 
Allamanda Press - 
Paul Hatcher, The 
Carpathian Press - 
Andrew Dolinski, The 
Elrod Press - Andy 
Taylor, the Haven 

Press - Chris. Brinson, the Hell Box Type 
Foundry - Ed Denovan, the Leap Valley 
Press - Ian Knight, the New North Press 
- Graham Bignell, the Paekakariki Press - 
Matt McKenzie, the Semple Press - Rachel 
Marsh, and Mike Pomeroy.

| Shakespeare400 | | Paul Hatcher (10648) |

| From the Archives  | | 50 Years ago |

Sorting your leads

Here is a way of identifying the 
thicknesses of leads. Take four 
2in lengths of lead, one each 

of 1pt, 1½pt, 2pt and 3pt. (If you can’t 
identify these thicknesses to begin 
with, set your comp stick to a 6pt 
quad; this 6pt gap will then take six 
1pt leads, four 1½pt, and so on).
 Using the minimum of Evostik or 
some similar adhesive, fi x the four 

leads to a piece of smooth wood, or 
hardboard, or even stiff  cardboard; 
leave an equal space of an inch or 
more between the leads. Now you 
have only to place a lead alongside one 
of these four standards, and you can 
easily tell with the tip of your fi nger 
which one it matches for thickness.
 You can employ a similar idea for 
type, using a board to which you have 
fi xed quads from 6pt to 48pt.
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Dear Editor,
 I have made many purchases on 
ebay since I took up letterpress again 
with mixed results.
 My worst was a six drawer box of 
type which despite instructions from 
the vendor saying “This Way Up” 
the box was delivered upside down. 
The mess of type was unbelievable.  
I sorted some but the rest is too 
much of a jumble to tackle. Others 
have been incomplete fonts, masses 
of Palace Script thrown in with the 

purchase etc.  
 A family contacted the Dorset 
Branch to say they were clearing out 
an uncle’s shed and found a whole 
lot of type. Unfortunately they had 
emptied it out of small drawers and 
into carrier bags before calling me.
 My question is what do I do with 
8 point Old English text, 6 point Gill 
Sans, Palace Script in every size?  How 
do I dispose of it? What does anyone 
else do?

Win Armand Smith (10716)

The Publishing Group offers an 
opportunity to active printing 
members of the Society to make 

a really good impression. By sharing 
their enthusiasms members of the 
Group generate not only a lot of fun 
for themselves but also the creation of 
collectors’ items.
 A ‘bundle’ of printed items is mailed 
to members of the Group every two 
months. Subjects range from the trivial 
and whimsical to the profound. There is 
no restriction to the process or theme 
and no particular level of skill is required.
 Membership of the Group is open to 
all members of the Society. Two Awards, 
which are voted for by members of 
the Group, are presented each year at 
the Annual Convention. The minimum 
obligation is to print 40 copies each 
of two items during a year. In order to 
recover postage costs a subscription of 
£10 is requested. 
 Intrigued ? Whether you are an old-
timer, an improver or a novice a good tip 
is to ask Ron Rookes, the P G Mailer, for 
samples from previous bundles; he will 
also send you an application form.
 Peter is the current PG Chairman.

| Publishing Group  | | Peter White (8638) |

British Printing Society

Publishing Group

| Letter to the Editor | 
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Minutes of the meeting of the Executive Council of the 
British Printing Society held on Saturday 6th February, 

2016 from 1015 a.m. at The Raven Hotel, Hook
 This is an edited version of the minutes. If you would like to know the 
wording in the full minutes, or would like an explanation of EC deliberations 
or policy, please apply in writing to the President, Jean Watson. 

 The Minutes of the Executive Council meeting held on 10th October 2015 were 
agreed and signed by the President

 It was recorded that there had been much praise for the new-look Small 
Printer.  Chris and Ron R had put together an excellent publication.

 Following the last meeting Ron Rookes had circulated suggestions for the 
purchasing of Laptops, etc, for EC members to use.  It was agreed that the 
Membership Secretary should have her own laptop due to the sensitive nature of 
the data that is held.  Ron R was asked to purchase a suitable laptop, anti-virus 
software and a Microsoft Offi ce 365 licence. 

 In the reports of the Executive Offi cers, the President and several other 
members of the Executive Council had spent a day with Libby Green (Librarian) 
reviewing the content of the Society Library.  The Vice President said that he 
had been concentrating on preparations for the Convention.  The Secretary said 
that he had received 3 entries for the Rosen Award which he forwarded to the 
judges and Branch Secretaries.  (A set of entries will be at the Convention for those 
attending to review).  The Treasurer had provided a very detailed written report 
on the Society’s fi nances.  Reports were also received from the Councillors

 Some Non-executive Offi cers had submitted written reports.  They were 
Advertising Manager, Editor, Librarian, Mailer, Membership Secretary, Sales 
Secretary and Webmaster.

 In the discussion concerning Conventions, it was reported that the 2016 
Convention was progressing well, but that more help would be needed at the 
Convention, such as manning reception.  Several members had offered to help.  
No branch had yet offered to host the 2017 Convention, but one branch had been 
approached by the President and would decide shortly.

 The Secretary mentioned that Non Executive Offi cers Roles were reviewed 
every three years. This has possibly been overlooked in the past.  The Secretary 
would go back in the Minutes to see when each Non Executive Offi cer started their 
role.

 The next meeting of the Executive Council will be held at The Holiday Inn, Bristol, 
on 8th April 2016 commencing 20.00 hrs.

 The fi rst meeting of the new Executive Council would be on 28th May 2016 to be 
held at the Raven Hotel, Hook, commencing at 10:15 hrs.
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Branch Secretaries
Dorset
Win Armand Smith
01258 830628
dorset@bpsnet.org.uk

Essex
Gwen Harper
01268 776663
essex@bpsnet.org.uk

Lincolnshire & District
Michael Edwards
01733 562867
lincoln@bpsnet.org.uk

London
Matt McKenzie
07836 785505
london@bpsnet.org.uk

Maidenhead
Paul Hatcher
01189 666124
maidenhead@bpsnet.org.uk

Overseas
Kevin Thorp
00 353 1 8438346
overseas@bpsnet.org.uk

Scotland
John Easson
01828 628001
scotland@bpsnet.org.uk

Shropshire
Peter Criddle
01743 350208
shropshire15@bpsnet.org.uk

South Wales
Dominic Hartley
07970 722029
swales@bpsnet.org.uk

Surrey & Sussex
Libby Green
01737 644145
surrey@bpsnet.org.uk

MEMBERSHIP
NEWS & UPDATES

NEW MEMBERS:
10808 Mr Mateusz Biel
Unit 1.1 Gaunson House, Markfi eld Road,
London, N15 4QQ
hello@twotypes.co.uk

10809 Mr Alun Glenn Sherwood
36 Rhyd-y-Fenni, Crofty,
Swansea, SA4 3SA
dubvulture@hotmail.co.uk

10810 Ms Catherine Whiteman
Sheilagreen Cottage, Commercial Road,
Oldmeldrum, Inverurie,  AB51 0DT
cwhiteman@btinternet.com

10811 Mrs Alison Rattigan
Riverside, 26 St. Catherines Grove,
Lincoln, LN5 8NA
alisonrattigan@hotmail.com

DONATIONS:
7126 Mr Terence Turner
7951 Mr Nicholas A Smith

INTERNET NEWS:
Members may view and download further 
interesting content on our website by 
registering at www.bpsnet.org.uk. 
Registration provides access to the 
‘Members Only Area’ which is available to 
all current members.

ALL MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS
currently £27 for UK, £42 for Overseas, 

or £27 Overseas Online only,
and notifi cations of change of any 

personal or contact details should be 
sent to the

Membership Secretary:
MARGARET ROOKES, 57 CRAISTON WAY,

GREAT BADDOW, CHELMSFORD,
CM2 8ED

Please make any cheques payable to the
‘British Printing Society’.
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Dorset Branch
January Meeting

At the meeting in January we put 
together our offerings for the 
annual Printers’ Pie. As a branch 

we have not entered the competition for 
the Rosen Award but we still put together 
something from each branch member as 
a memento of the year.
 The format this year was A4 or A5 
which gave greater scope to the group 
and, as you can see from the photograph, 
once again the copies were of a wide 
variety of topics printed in a variety of 
media. We did not have a subject; we 
each chose our own. Now we all have 

more of a feel for what is required later 
in 2016 we may even enter for the Rosen 
Award!
 We had a discussion about joining the 
Publishing Group, about other topics for 
the year, and as usual we had tea and 
even a recipe-swapping moment.
 Jean and Ron had been to help sort out 
the BPS library and they brought along 
some redundant books for the members 
and at £1 each they sold several, so not 
so redundant after all! There must be 
something in printing ink that makes us 
all so acquisitive! Books, blocks, type, all 

irresistible!
 Any members of the Society who live 
within reach of Dorchester are welcome 
to join us at our meetings. We meet at 
2.30 p.m.

February Meeting
 

A
t our meeting on 24 February at 
Whitcombe, we looked at hot 
foil printing. George Webb and 

David Gee both brought along their hot 
foil machines and David had a second 
ingenious way of creating the same hot 
foil result. 
 George’s machine was a Kobo TC180.  
He had purchased it some time ago and 
this was its fi rst outing.  There was a lot 
of head scratching over the moving parts 
of the machine.  It did not run smoothly, 
the ratchets were not working and the 

Branch Reports

Checking out the problem.

A diff erent Printer’s Pie.

Looking for a bargain.
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foil winder was sticking.  The bed that the 
type is pressed down onto appeared to 
be quite soft. 
 We did not succeed in producing a 
satisfactory result.  It was suggested that 
the instruction manual was translated 

from Japanese by someone who did not 
have English as a fi rst language.  
 Another hot foil machine dug out of 
the back of a cupboard was David Gee’s 
small bed machine. Some fi ne tuning was 
needed there too, he almost produced a 
good result but it too had a few issues.  
It was an interesting experiment and 
something to work on in future.  
 David also showed us transfer foil 
to be used with a laminator.  Using a 
photocopy or laser print and passing it 
through the laminator produced a very 
creditable result.  We tried other hot foils 
but they did not work as well.  The glue 
backing came off and onto the paper in 
the laminator. Perhaps a reduction in the 
temperature may improve the results. 
Daivid said he is writing a separate 
account of these processes.
 All this excitement was followed by tea 
and you could tell it was a printer’s tea 
when someone said the bread was 16 
point sliced!
 All meetings will be held at Whitcombe 
unless we hear otherwise.

Win Armand Smith (10716)

Essex Branch
February Meeting

Arriving in a biting easterly wind, 
it was good to enter The Grange, 
Boreham for a warm welcome 

from that most exclusive coterie, The 
Essex Branch of the BPS. It was February 
27th and we were meeting for our AGM 
and Annual Lunch.
 An excellent turnout resulted in the 
following 16 people attending. It was 
good to see Ken and Mary Wright from 
Braintree, Alan and Julie Brignull from 
Wivenhoe, Gwen Harper, John and Julie 
Alexander all the way from Southchurch, 
and Ron and Margaret Rookes from 
Great Baddow, Chris and Jenny Brinson 
from Holland-on-Sea, and from even 
further afi eld (in Suffolk), Pat Walker. It 
was good to see Pat again as she is in 
the process of moving house, and we all 
know the stress of this for letterpress 
printers! Finally, Len and Sandra Friend, 
and our old friend Mike Perry joined the 

merry throng. A pleasant surprise was 
the attendance of Jillian Atkins, who 
has now taken over the membership 
of her late husband Robert who had 
been a longtime member of the BPS and 
the Essex Branch before his passing. 

| Branch Reports | | Continued |

Small Hot Foil.

Letterpress Cards
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programme of events for 2016, watch out 
for further announcements in the Diary of 
Events in Small Printer Magazine.
 Finally our Annual Lunch was 
enhanced by a splendid display of 
letterpress printing in the form of 
Christmas Greetings from the four 
corners of the world, kindly brought 
along by Alan Brignull. This was the result 
of an ever growing initiative of printers 
on social media ( Flickr and Twitter) 
getting together to form a Letterpress 
Christmas Card Exchange.  An excellent 
cross section of world printers, whose 
ideas and expertise were an inspiration 
to us all. Thank you Alan for the chance 
to see this heart warming display of our 
craft at its best. 

Chris. Brinson (10631)

Surrey & Sussex 
Branch
February Meeting

On 9th February – Shrove Tuesday 
– the Branch met at Chris and 
Libby Green’s home for an evening 

of practical activity. Inspired by Kim 
Lowe’s session at the last Convention, 
Libby had done some homework and, 
having got everyone comfortably settled 
round the kitchen table with coffee 

We were so pleased to see you Jillian 
and I hope you felt the warmth of our 
welcome. Apologies for absence were 
received from Victoria and Allen Barton, 
(we wish you well soon Victoria),  Mike 
Elliston, Robert Allder, and Peter Gauld.
 It was business fi rst, and our chairman 

Len Friend called the meeting to order. 
Always a jolly occasion, the Chairman’s 
report was up-beat and not at all 
controversial. 2015 had been a vintage 
year for our branch, and Len’s review 
of events for the year described our 
triumphs and achievements in printing 
out-reach of a high order. We had 
received letters of thanks for our two day 
attendance at the Essex Country Show 
at Barleylands. All the events we held 
during the year are carefully described in 
Small Printer and we can be proud of our 
achievements as a group.
 The Rosen awards entry was 
discussed, but obviously this will remain 
a secret until the Convention in Bristol.
 Next came our Secretary’s report from 
Gwen Harper who was in sparkling form, 
having recently celebrated her 80th 
Birthday. We were all pleased to see her 
again, and her report was equally up beat 
and lacking in controversy.
 Our Treasurer Ron Rookes reported 
that our fi nances were in fi ne fettle, and 
all looked well for the coming year.
 Len unveiled an ambitious and packed 

Letterpress Cards
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and buttered pancakes, set the task of 
cutting a pre-prepared design in lino. 
This was not a new skill to everyone but 
was approached with varying degrees 
of confi dence and technical expertise. 
There were six designs to be cut and 
initially the designs appeared to be quite 
abstract but before long pennies began 
to drop and the cutting proceeded with 
some enthusiasm. 
 As you may be able to see from the 
photograph, inking and printing were well 
underway by 9.30 and the results were 
viewed, compared and discussed with 
interest. When all six blocks had been 
completed and printed they were each 
turned over to reveal a locating number 
and the fi nal prints were assembled into 
a compilation of the letters of Surrey & 
Sussex Branch. 
   It was fun working together 
collaboratively and, even though our 

design was very basic and some of the 
cutting might have benefi tted from 
having more time spent, we were very 
pleased with our joint effort. So much so 
that we have plans for another project 
which are already in hand.

Libby Green (7614)

The fi nal print.

| Branch Reports | | Continued |



Diary of Events
Friday 8th April to Sunday 10th April
BPS Convention 2016
Holiday Inn, Filton, Bristol, Avon, BS16 
1QX. Hosted by the Maidenhead 
Branch.  http://www.bpsnet.org.uk/
conv2016/index.html

Monday April 18th
Shropshire Branch
Visit to Hedge Sparrow Press.

Tuesday 19th April to Thursday 21st April
Sign and Digital UK 2016
NEC, Birmingham.  www.signuk.com/

Monday April 25th
Essex Branch
Visit to the Type Archive, Stockwell. 

Wednesday April 27th
Dorset Branch
Meeting at Whitcombe Stables, Dorchester.

Sunday May 8th
Maidenhead Branch
Meeting at Richard Owen’s, Cookham.

Tuesday May 10th
Surrey & Sussex Branch
Meeting at Peter Salisbury’s, Redhill.

Sunday May 15th
St. Bride Foundation Wayzgoose
Bride Lane, Fleet Street, London, EC4Y 8EQ

Monday May 16th
Shropshire Branch
Visit to John Neave’s Press. 

Sunday May 22nd
Essex Branch Roadshow
Langford Museum Of Power, Maldon. 
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Wednesday May 25th
Dorset Branch
Meeting at Whitcombe Stables, Dorchester.

Saturday June 4th
Maidenhead Branch
Meeting at Paul Hatcher’s, Reading.

Saturday June 11th & Sunday June 12th
Amberley Print Weekend
Amberly Museum & Heritage Centre, 
Station Road, Amberley, Near Arundel, 
BN18 9LT
www.amberleymuseum.co.uk

Tuesday June 14th
Surrey & Sussex Branch
Branch Walk in London.

Saturday June 18th & Sunday June 19th
Artists’ Book Market
Baltic Centre for Contemporary Art, Gateshead.

Monday June 20th
Shropshire Branch
BBQ at Shrewsbury.

Wednesday June 22nd
Dorset Branch
Meeting at Whitcombe Stables, Dorchester.

Saturday June 25th
Essex Branch
Visit to the Hedgehog Press, Adanaland. 

Saturday June 25th
Book Fair & Open Day
The Grange, Ellesmere, SY12 9DE.
www.thegrange.uk.com/programme/open-day.html

Tuesday July 12th
Surrey & Sussex Branch
Meeting at Adrian Towler’s, Shoreham-by-Sea.

Monday July 18th
Shropshire Branch
Visit to Halesfi eld.

Branch meetings are open to all Society members. Anyone who plans to attend a 
meeting who is not a member of the Branch concerned should check with the 
Branch Secretary in case details have changed.
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sshhh!!!
we could be your 
best kept secret...

Our unique online ordering system gives 
you instant quotes, and puts you in total 
control of your trade ncr outsourcing.

We print directly from the reel and pass 
the savings on to you.  In many cases we 
can print and deliver for less than the 
cost of the sheetfed raw materials.

Register now
To access instant
trade only prices

The quickest and easiest

TRADE ONLY
online ordering system for 
NCR sets, books and pads
www.print4printers.co.uk

print for
printers

P4P
Print4Printers
Unit F Salcombe Court
Meadow Lane Industrial Estate
Alfreton DE55 7EG
Tel: 01773 743621
Email: info@print4printers.co.uk

OUTSOURCE
TO P4P
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£20 off your first order
Just select BPS SMALL PRINTER when registering

BPS SHOP
Support your Society and 

purchase from an increasing 
selection of items available at a 

very reasonable cost

Polo Shirts in Black 
with Gold Logo

(Small, Medium, Large, X Large or 
XX Large)

£15 plus £3 UK carriage

Printers Aprons in 
Black with Gold Logo

£ 14 plus £3 UK carriage

Cuffl inks £3.50 per pair
plus £1 UK carriage

Badges £1 each
plus 75p UK carriage

Send order or inquiry to your 
Sales Secretary

(Contact details on inner front 
cover of this issue of Small Printer)

Do you have ideas for further items that 
might be of interest in order to advertise

and generate membership of your Branch?
Umbrellas, Caps,Sweatshirts,

Mugs, Mousemats?
Ask and Sandra will investigate 

availability/cost
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  Small Printer Advertising Rates
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Line adverts (text only) per month Members Only Free (up to 50 words) then 10p per word

Display advertisements 1/4 page per month £7.00

Display advertisements 1/2 page per month £15.00

Display advertisements Full page per month £25.00

Advertisement as a Printed Insert (A5) £25.00

Advertisement as a Printed Insert (A4 folded to A5) £30.00

The Editor and Advertising Manager reserve the right to refuse any advertisement Although every eff ort 
will be made to publish an advertisement in a specifi ed issue if requested, this cannot be guaranteed

The same display advertisement appearing in four or more consecutive issues is subject to a 10% 
discount and when in seven or more consecutive issues subject to a 15% discount.

Cheques payable to “British Printing Society” and material should be sent as follows or contact 
the Advertising Manager if you wish to pay by PayPal

Line Advertisments should be sent to the Editor by the 10th of the month prior to publication.

Display Advertisments should be sent with payment to the Advertising Manager also by the 10th.

Printed inserts (350) must be sent with payment to the Mailer so as to arrive by the 25th of the month.

SALES SECRETARY

This position requires 
someone to hold some stock, 

sell to members, or to be 
present at conventions with a 

supply of what is on offer.

Any member who could take 
over this position should 

contact the Society Secretary 
by email or telephone: 

contact details are inside the 
front cover of Small Printer.



Ye Olde ‘One-Stop’ Letterpress Shoppe!

Why would you go anywhere else?

Re-manufactured Adana machines including treadle platens and proof presses - Composing sticks, 
typescales, galleys, furniture, quoins, quoin keys, planers, tweezers, bodkins - New & second-hand type 
laid in cases and/or wooden cabinets, @ signs, # signs, + signs, borders, dashes, rules and spacing 
materials.  High definition Rubber inking Rollers, a full colour range of letterpress inks, tympan manila 
platen dressing sheets and gauge pins. We also service and refurbish customer’s own machines.

www.caslon.co.uk
+44 1727 852 211

Our AdanaLite Photopolymer system enables you to easily make negatives and 
letterpress plates at home. We supply a range of polymer plates at competitive 
prices and make mounting bases to order to suit your machine and thickness of 
plates you wish to use. Professional, Reliable & Expert advice always available.

� 

Moulton Printing 01253 342992 www.moultonprinting.com


